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Abstract: 'TV is galloping in; the country has sixty million homes with TV, of which twenty eight million are cabled, bringing to city and hamlet alike a choice of around a hundred channels. 'There are now more TV channels available in Mumbai than in most US cities,' Bill Clinton noted on a trip to the city in 19991'. The paper would explore the evolution of Cable Television in India in copyright law vis. a vis. other broadcasting laws. Researching upon various Acts dealing with Cable Television under various foreign conventions and looking into various case laws dealing with lacuna of cable television laws. It is hypothesized that current law regarding cable television in India is in the hands of private enterprises and is steadily growing with at par the Broadcasting Rights. This paper tries to answer the question whether Cable Television Copyright in India has gained its exclusive weightage at par with other Broadcasting Rights or not? And if not then how should it be at par with the television industry? What are the latest laws and evolution of rights of cable operators? The paper would explore the evolution of Cable Television in India in copyright law vis. a vis. other broadcasting laws. Researching upon various Acts dealing with Cable Television under various foreign conventions. Finally looking into various case laws dealing with lacuna of cable television laws. I have adopted the descriptive research attempts to describe systematically a situation, problem related to the problems in Cable Television in India and abroad. It is a secondary form of research involving various books, articles, reports, bills, Acts, cases and internet sources. Also deducing the conclusions of compulsory licensing in television and broadcast. Unbiased and objective wherein each step is taken in an unbiased manner and each conclusion is drawn to the best of your ability and without introducing my own vested interest.

I. INTRODUCTION

India is a country of curious contradictions. A vast proportion of its population has nowhere to live other than on streets and pavements, in squalor and apparent penury without proper shelter, sanitation or drinking water. But peering into some of the shanties that line our roads, it shouldn’t be a surprise to see its inhabitants rapt before a television set. So potent is the power of the idiot box that its demand seems to surpass the need for a decent dwelling. Perhaps this should be no surprise in a country which has been unable to achieve for a vast majority of its citizens the right to a decent standard of living, but, nevertheless where watching televised cricket has been elevated, virtually, to the status of a fundamental right. This phenomenon of burgeoning television audiences is the result of the broadcasting revolution of the 1990. Technological developments, spurred by the satellite invasion, have outpaced the law. Though three hundred television channels cram the airwaves, there is no organised and effective regulatory mechanism. The concept of ‘broadcast reproduction right’ is comparatively new in comparison to copyright protection for literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works. In India with the enactment of Indian Copyright Act 1957 the lacunae of not giving any protection in cable television was removed. At international level also, protection was given to broadcast at a later stage. Since broadcasting organisations are either departments of state or public corporations or commercial organisations they require a license from the government in order to operate. In cable television, the signals are transmitted by cable to the individual television sets. The essence of cable television is that not the original broadcasting organisation, but a third party transmits signals from a simple aerial to more than one television set located in different places, such as rooms in hotels
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or houses in a town. The original purpose was to give the subscribers better reception in shadow zones. The Copyright (Amendment) Act 1983 substituted the definition of ‘broadcast’. Broadcast meant communication to public which according to 2(ff) means making any work available for seen or heard or otherwise enjoyed by the public directly that is this definition includes cable television too. However, the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1955 defines ‘cable service’ to mean the transmission by cable programs. Television was separated from AIR on 1 April 1976 and named DD thus began a new era in the history of television in India. Doordarshan, the national television service of India, is devoted to PSB. Star TV shattered the monopoly of the Doordarshan in cable television. Cable Operators Federation of India (COFI) is a national level; non-profit organization with its head in New Delhi is a unified body to represent Indian Cable Operator in International and National level. In USA the Copyright Act, 1976 gave copyright licensing to the cable television transmission and jukebox. Thus this paper would like to explore whether justice has been granted to the Cable Operators in Copyright by protecting their right or not.

II. HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF CABLE TELEVISION IN INDIA

Since 1959, television was confined to Delhi and was extended to Bombay only in about 1972. In 1973, before television had reached the major cities in India, it was extended to Srinagar and Amritsar which were close to the border. Soon television receivers were put into villages in the Kashmir valley. Television was used to project the government’s viewpoint on social and political issues.

During the Emergency in 1975 there was gross abuse of television by the government. This led to a political demand for the autonomy of television. The Akash Bharati Bill declared that the trust was to be the ‘trustee of the national interest for radio and television and shall uphold the collective right of the Indian people to freedom of speech, expression, and communication through broadcast media’. The bill was passed in 1990 but the government fell before the Act could be notified. The new caretaker government shelved the question of autonomy. It was only in 1997 that a non Congress government decided to notify the Act.

For several decades in post-independence India, broadcasting remained the sole preserve of the State. The closely controlled broadcasting system was consonant with the country’s closed economic system. Radio and television remained government monopolies, ostensibly for the purpose of ‘nation building’ and to serve ‘the larger public interest’ but in reality were used as a mouthpiece of the political party in power.

In the early 1990s, Doordarshan found itself overtaken by technological developments. For all its tight control, Doordarshan was unable to contain the onslaught from the skies. The satellite invasion began during the Gulf war when hotels showed CNN coverage of the war and private sprang up in residential areas offering cable connections linked to a rooftop dish antenna. In September, 1992, the Air Time Committee of India, was set up to examine ways of opening up the electronic media to private broadcasters. This was a move towards privatisation, to allow private producers to produce programmes for Doordarshan and radio. The recommendations of the committee were not implemented. The spurt in private channels was also nothing short of a revolution.

Neighbouring Rights

The concept of ‘neighbouring rights’ which is also known as ‘related rights’ emerged primarily due to technological developments which took place since the second half of the nineteenth century. The recognition to these rights at international level was, however, accorded in 1961 by the Rome Convention. The term ‘neighbouring rights’ generally covers three kinds of rights: the rights of performing artists in their performances, the rights of producers of phonograms in their phonograms, and the rights of broadcasting organisations in their radio and television programmes.
III. SATELLITE BROADCASTING

Prior to the advent of satellite broadcasting, broadcasting was simply transmission by wireless means of electromagnetic signals which, when received by suitable apparatus, could be converted into sounds and visual images audible to, and perceivable by, human ears and eyes. The development was that instead of the electromagnetic signals emitted by the original broadcast traveling directly without any man-made intervening transmitter to the receiver, the transmitted signals were received first by a satellite placed in a geostationary orbit. This development was that instead of the electromagnetic signals emitted by the original broadcast traveling directly without any man-made intervening transmitter to the receiver, the transmitted signals were received first by a satellite placed a geostationary orbit.

Types of Satellite Broadcasting

There are mainly two types of satellite broadcasting: transmission by point-to-point satellite and direct broadcasting by satellite.

(i) Broadcasting via Point-to-Point Satellite

Point-to-point satellites, which are also known as fixed service satellites (FSS) are used for intercontinental communication between one emitting point and one or more receiving points. Their signals cover roughly one third of the earth’s surface, so that with the aid of three satellites placed over the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans, signals from any country in the world can be transported to just about any country in the world.

(ii) Direct Broadcasting by Satellites

Direct broadcasting satellites (DBS) transmit signals on much lower frequencies. Their signals are more high-powered and receivable by members of the public in their homes after an adaptation of their receiving sets. The signals transmitted by the satellites are generally intended for reception in only one of a limited group of countries.

Cable Television

In cable television, the signals are transmitted by cable to the individual television sets. The essence of cable television is that not the original broadcasting organisation, but a third party transmits signals from a simple aerial to more than one television set located in different places, such as rooms in hotels and houses in a town. The original purpose was to give subscribers to the service better reception than their individual aerials could provide, particularly in areas of poor reception (so-called shadow zones), such as in valleys where the mountains obstructed the signal, or in towns where high rise blocks were the obstruction, or where individual aerials were not allowed on environmental or other grounds. The transmission by the third party is made to a known public, usually subscribers to the service.

As the system of cable television emerged:

(i) Simultaneous diffusion of programmes by wire to improve reception;
(ii) Recording of programmes and relaying them at different times by cable;
(iii) Diffusion of modified programmes usually by the insertion of advertising material;
(iv) Programmes originated by the cable company;
(v) Programmes imported from other regions of the same country or from other countries.

‘Cable Television Network’ is defined to mean any system consisting of a set of closed transmission paths and associated signal generation, control and distribution equipment, designed to provide cable service for reception by multiple subscribers.

Further, ‘programme’ is defined by the Act to mean any television broadcast and includes (i) exhibition of films, features, dramas, advertisements and serials through video cassette recorders or video cassette players; (ii) any audio or visual or audio-visual live performance or presentation.

IV. OWNERSHIP AND DURATION OF BROADCAST AND CABLE TELEVISION PROGRAMME

The Copyright Act 1957 confers on every broadcasting organisation a special right known as ‘broadcast reproduction right’ in respect of its broadcasts. Copyright does not exist in broadcast and cable programmes. It is because of this reason that special right has been conferred on broadcasting organisations.

Duration of Right in Broadcasts and Cable Programmes

27 Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act 1995, s 2(c).
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The broadcast reproduction right subsists until 25 years from the beginning of the calendar year next following the year in which the broadcast is made. The Copyright Act 1957 is silent on the term of repeat broadcast. In absence of any specific provision no new broadcast reproduction right is conferred on the repeat broadcast. The Rome Convention 1961 provides for a 20 year term computed from the end of the year in which the broadcast took place. The Satellite Convention 1974 does not establish a term of protection, leaving the matter to domestic legislation.33

Rights of Right Owner in Broadcast and Cable Programmes

The owner of copyright in a broadcast has the exclusive right to re-broadcast the broadcast. It is a restricted act to re-broadcast the broadcast without the licence of the right owner. Rebroadcast is included in the definition of broadcast. Broadcast means communication to the public, by any means of wireless diffusion, whether in any one or more of the forms of signs, Sounds or visual images; or by wire. Thus, the restriction is also applicable to the inclusion of an already broadcasted work in the cable programme.35

Re-transmission by cable: where a broadcast is immediately re-transmitted by cable within the area of reception for the broadcast, this action is not an infringement of the broadcast, provided that it is not encrypted or by satellite; nor is it an infringement of any work included in the broadcast. This exception, in its present version limited mainly to cases where poor reception is averted by cabling of a broadcast. But that obligation may be conditioned by national legislation as it is here.

TRAI’s recommendations on broadcasting and distribution of Cable Television:

On 1st October, 2004, the TRAI submitted to the Government of India, its recommendations on broadcasting and distribution of cable television.36
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37 The Cable Act brought into force a Programme Code and an Advertising Code in respect of programmes and advertisements transmitted by cable operators.- Both codes are haphazardly drafted and contain wide and loosely worded restrictions, most echoing those contained in Article 19(2); restrictions in the interest of the integrity of the nation, friendly relations with foreign States, morality, decency, defamation, contempt of court or incitement to an offence and the like. However, some restrictions are wider and not strictly within the scope of Article 19(2). For instance, rule 7(3) of the Cable Television Network Rules, 1994, prohibits advertisements with a religious or political object.

Powers and Penalties under the Cable Act

Where any of these officers have reason to believe that provisions of the Act have been or are being contravened by a cable operator, they may seize and confiscate equipment used by the cable operator for operating the cable network.41

Conditional Access System (CAS)

The Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Amendment Act, 2002 introduced what is popularly known as the Conditional Access System (CAS). The 2002 amendment inserted section 4A in the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 providing for ‘Transmission of programmes through addressable system’. The 2002 amendment was introduced with a view to address a number of difficulties relating to the working of the cable industry which the Cable Act of 1995 had failed to address.44

The amendment made it obligatory for every cable operator to transmit or retransmit programmes of pay channels through the addressable system.45

Digitalisation of Cable Television

The cable industry in India grew in an unregulated and unorganised environment. The lack of issues such as poor quality of services, unfair competition, and lack of standardisation. The Digital India programme launched in 2015 aimed to transform India into a digitally empowered nation and knowledge economy. The implementation of the Digital India programme has led to significant changes in the cable sector, including the digitisation of channels and the adoption of new technologies to improve the quality of service. The TRAI has played a crucial role in regulating the sector, promoting competition, and ensuring that the benefits of digitalisation are accessible to all citizens.
regulation in the initial years contributed to the enormous growth and reach of cable television. As they grew the number of channels vastly increased\textsuperscript{46}. Higher channel relaying capacity required higher investments which cable owl-atom were either unwilling or unable to make. DTH is in digital format. Digitalisation also creates a two way link with subscribers\textsuperscript{47}.

Private Broadcasting

The arrival of STAR TV through satellite telecasting in 1992 shattered the monopoly of DD (Kumar, 1998). From two television channels prior to 1991, Indian viewers were exposed to more than fifty channels by 1996, while there are more than 200 channels today\textsuperscript{48}. The initial success of the channels had a snowball effect - more foreign programmers and Indian entrepreneurs flagged off their own versions. Software producers emerged to cater to the programming boom almost overnight. Some talent came from the film industry, some from advertising and some from journalism. The spread of satellite channels like BBC, CNN, NDTV, AajTak, Zee, Sun, ETV and others led to intense competition, not just to DD but also amongst the various private channels. No of satellite television channels naturally led to the entry of offered a variety of channels all under one roof to the only choice of watching DD.

Political Broadcasting

Stations. B.V. Keskar, Minister for Information and Broadcasting from 1952 to 1962, went one step better. Political commentaries were broadcast from Delhi alone and relayed throughout the service. Political comment apart, AIR did not give expression to views critical of the government or of any part of the establishment even in talks on general subjects. Government instructions on what could or could not be said over the AIR were issued to Station Directors (SDs). The Station directors were expected to settle matters ‘tactfully’ with talk show guests and writers if they try to transgress the bounds of what was permissible.

V. THE BILLS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS PASSED: RELATED TO

CABLE TELEVISION

The Communication Convergence Bill, 2001\textsuperscript{49}

The Communication Convergence Bill, 2001 was introduced to promote, facilitate and develop in an orderly manner the carriage and content of communications, including broadcasting, telecommunication and multimedia\textsuperscript{50}. The objects of the proposed legislation are to facilitate the development of national infrastructure for an information based society and to enable access thereto; to provide a choice of services to the citizen; to promote plurality of views and information; establish a regulatory framework for carriage and content of communications in the wake of converged technologies and establish a single regulatory and licensing authority.\textsuperscript{51}

The Broadcasting Bill, 1997\textsuperscript{52}

The Broadcasting Bill was introduced as a direct response to the Supreme Court of India’s directive to the Central government in February 1995 to take immediate steps to establish an independent autonomous public authority representative of all sections and interests of society to control and regulate the use of air waves.\textsuperscript{53} It noted that the broadcasting media should be under the control of the public as distinct from the government\textsuperscript{54}.

The bill aims: To establish an autonomous broadcasting authority for the purposes of facilitating and regulating broadcasting services in India so that they become competitive in terms of quality of services, cost of services and use of new technologies, apart from becoming a catalyst for social change, promotion of values of Indian culture and shaping of a modern vision. It will also

\textsuperscript{46} Trai Recomendations on Issues relating to convergence and competition in broadcasting and telecommunications, New Delhi, March 20, 2006
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\textsuperscript{54} George R. Borsari Jr., Rachel O. Davis, Cable Television, Jurimetrics, Vol. 24, No. 2 (Winter 1984), Pp. 179-186
curb monopolistic trends in this sensitive field, so that people are provided with a wide range of news and views.

**Prasar Bharati Bill, 1989**

The Prasar Bharati Bill was introduced in the Lok Sabha on December 5, 1989, by the National Front Government led by V.P. Singh. The purpose of this Bill was to grant autonomy to the electronic media, that is, AIR and Doordarshan. The Lok Sabha passed the Bill on August 30, 1990 and the Rajya Sabha approved it on September 6, 1990. Time President accorded assent to the Bill soon after.

The changes in the original Bill ran as the autonomous Prasar Bharati or Broadcasting Corporation of India will be directly answerable to three authorities—a Parliamentary Committee, the Central Government and the proposed Broadcasting Council. The original draft of the Prasar Bharati Bill introduced in the Lok Sabha did not contain any provision for the Parliamentary Committee. The government inserted this provision on August 29, 1990, as one of the 65 amendments proposed by an all-party consensus.

**Vergheese Committee**

A 12-Member Working Group headed by B.G. Vergheese was set up on August 17, 1977, to go into the working of AIR and Doordarshan and suggest changes. They made wide ranging recommendations to transform All India Radio and Television into a more responsive organisation from a mere government department. The two-volume report was presented to Parliament on March 9, 1978. In its unanimous report, the working group suggested that the national broadcasting services should be vested exclusively in an independent established by law to act as a legal frame-work of the a trustee for the national interest autonomous national trust, as envisaged or by the working group, was that the establishment of the corporation should not await a constitutional amendment.

**VI. FOREIGN COPYRIGHT ACTS AND INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS**

**UK Copyright Act 1956**

Section 14(8) of the UK Copyright Act 1956 provided that such works were to be taken to be seen or heard by a paying audience if they were seen or heard by persons who had been admitted for payment to the place where the broadcast or programme was to be seen or heard, or had been admitted for payment to a place of which that place formed part.

Communication to the Public of Their Television Broadcasts; Broadcasting organisations enjoy the right to authorise or prohibit the communication to the public of their television broadcasts. The right is, however, restricted to the public performance of television broadcasts as opposed to sound broadcasts and exercisable only if the communication to the public is made in places
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accessible to the public against payment of an entrance fee\(^67\).

**Satellite Convention 1974\(^68\)**

The Satellite Convention 1974 obliges contracting States to protect the programme-carrying signals, but does not create any rights for copyright owners. Article 2 which is a central article obliges contracting states to take adequate measures to prevent the distribution on or from its territory of any programme-carrying signal by any distributor for whom the signal emitted to or passing through the satellite is not intended\(^69\).

**VII. JUDICIAL PRONOUNCEMENTS ON CABLE TELEVISION**

In *Cine Vog v Coditel (No, 1)*\(^70\), a national German channel transmitted the French film, Le Boucher. A Belgian company received it and retransmitted it via cable to subscribers in Brussels and West Belgium. The film was licensed for broadcasting in Germany but not yet in Belgium, in accordance with standard distribution arrangements designed first to exploit the cinema market for the film. The cabling, being unlicensed, was in infringement of Belgian copyright law, but the company argued that the initial broadcast in Germany exhausted any right in the material throughout the EU; the Rome Treaty’s policy of free provision of services within the EU demanded that there could be no right over such further treatment of the material as re-cabling\(^71\).

In *Odyssey Communications (P) Ltd V. Lokvidayan Sanghatana*,\(^72\) the Supreme Court held that the right of a citizen to exhibit films on Doordarshan, subject to terms and conditions imposed by Doordarshan, is a part of the fundamental right of freedom of expression guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) and can be curtailed Only under the circumstances set Out in Article 19(2).\(^73\) The Court held that this right is similar to the right of a citizen to publish his views through any other medium such as newspapers, magazines, advertisements, hoardings, etc. In this case, the petitioner challenged exhibition of a serial telecast on Doordarshan titled Honi Anhoni on the ground that the serial encouraged superstition and blind faith. The petition was dismissed since the petitioner failed to show evidence of any prejudice to the public\(^74\).

The right to broadcast in television was also recognised in *LIC v. Manubhai Shah*,\(^75\) In this case, the subject matter of the challenge was Doordarshan’s refusal to telecast a documentary film on the Bhopal Gas Disaster titled Beyond Genocide. Doordarshan refused to telecast the film on various grounds: the film was outdated; it had lost its relevance; it lacked moderation and restraint; it was not fair and balanced; political parties were raising various issues concerning the tragedy; claims for compensation by the victims were ‘sub-judice’; the film was likely to create commotion in an already charged atmosphere; and the film criticised the action of the State Government\(^76\).

Another distinction between television and the print medium arises on account of the limited availability of airwaves or frequencies which are in the domain of public property controlled by the State. In *Secty., Ministry of Information and Broadcasting v. Cricket Assn. of Bengal*,\(^77\) the Court held that due to the limited nature of this resource, it has to be used optimally in the best interests of society by the establishment of a central authority establishing its own broadcasting network or regulating the grant of licences to other agencies which include private agencies\(^78\).

---
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The Decision in the Panel Case—*The Panel Case*\(^79\) concerned the alleged infringement of television broadcast copyright relating to 20 Channel Nine television programs. The case arose from the activities of the popular Network Ten show ‘The Panel’. The show is basically an informal (chat show) in which members of ‘The Panel’ discuss, and sometimes parody or satirize, issues ranging from current affairs to sports and movies. In the course of doing so, they rebroadcast portions of these Nine programs\(^80\). Accordingly, nine sued ten for re-broadcasting their earlier broadcasts under section 87 (c) of the Copyright Act." The decision in the Panel Case asserts that a substantial part of Part IV subject matter is not taken by a use of that subject matter unless that use occasions the copyright owner quantifiable harm. As an infringing use must be, among other things, of a substantial part of a work or other subject matter, the effect of the decision is to make some form of quantifiable harm a necessary requirement of copyright infringement\(^81\).

**Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P. and Ors. Vs. RPG Netcom and Ors\(^82\).**

The Plaintiffs, US based corporations, along with their affiliated companies and concerns are carrying on business of film production. They own various interests in and to the copyright in the films produced by them\(^83\). Defendant is a company which provides cable television services through their associate or affiliated companies, agents, franchises or distributors. The defendants’ states that they are Cable TV operator under the Cable TV Networks (Regulations) Act, 1995 and engaged in the business of only receiving satellite/terrestrial transmission of various channels and carrying television software produced by independent production houses and delivering the same at the Signal Injection Point of various other cable operators. The court in its judgment issued a permanent injunction against the defendant, its servants, agents, distributors, etc, restraining them from doing any act, or transmitting signals or broadcasting, or carrying in its network, any cinematograph film or work mentioned in the Annexure to the suit, without prior license of the plaintiff. However, the learned Single judge was silent on the issue pertaining to injunction vis-à-vis the future works\(^84\).

Hence, the Appellant plaintiffs went before the division bench of the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi under S.10 of The Delhi High Court Act, 1966 seeking permanent injunction vis-à-vis the future works under the Copyright Act, 1957\(^85\).

**VIII. Conclusion**

Rapidly advancing technologies and the booming industry in infotainment has far outpaced legislation in the broadcasting arena\(^86\). The response of the legislature has been sorely inadequate if not muddle headed and knee jerk. The government has been conscious of the need for a law on, convergence for over six years but has rest content with stop-gap and short sighted measures. While the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, to whom regulatory powers have been delegated, is with its technical expertise, in a position to deal with issues of carriage, it is not equipped to deal with issues of content\(^87\). This is an area which remains unaddressed and is of pressing relevance. The content of news and entertainment has a profound impact on social mores and sensibilities and has the power mould and manipulate the minds of over a billion people.\(^88\) With a broadcasting industry that has gone largely unregulated for years, consumerism and sensitisation of news have overtaken newsworthiness and intellectual debate. While moral policing in the “broadcasting industry is undesirable, there must be, either effective self regulation or as the SC directed in the Hero Cup\(^89\).
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judgment, a truly autonomous regulator as free from the shackles of government as from private monopolies and agendas. A cable television system operators located antennas in areas with good reception, picked up broadcast station signals and then distributed them by coaxial cable to subscribers for a fee in USA. Cable television (originally called CATV or community antenna television) was developed in the late 1940's for communities unable to receive TV signals because of terrain or distance from TV stations. The goal of copyright laws, in particular, is to provide a financial incentive to authors to produce original works by granting them control over the use of their products. Thus the Cable Television has grown a lot from its recognition in early 1940s and has reached to a new wavelength.
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